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Applications and E-commerce
The first multi crypto currency apparel store.
Miami, FL
51attack.com

Our focus is to deliver software, services, and
products with an amazing user experience, both
visually and functionally, simplifying this advanced
technology. Seattle, WA
airbiquity.com

Anonymous bitcoin advertising network.
Advertisers allocate their funds on advertising
spaces (ad units) and get a share of impressions
from them.
a-ads.com

A jukebox running on Bitcoin. Access a venue's
jukebox page, select a song by sending Bitcoins
and entertain the crowd. Soma.
beatcoin.org

Tips can be sent by anyone using Bitcoin.
bitcoinmegaphone.com

Bitcoin Yellow Pages is focused towards search,
design, and advertising for Bitcoin related
business.
bitcoinyellowpages.com

2

Since July 2011 we are trying our best to create a
credible, reliable and easy to use website with all
the businesses that currently deal with Bitcoin.

bitcoin.travel

The first codes for Bitcoins store.

bitcoincodes.com

The easiest way to get free bitcoins. Earn bitcoins
for watching videos and completing simple tasks.
bitcoinget.com

Offers a wide variety of merchandise for purchase
with Bitcoin, Litecoin and Dogecoin virtual
currencies.
bitcoinshop.us

We offer more than 500,000 products available for
immediate shipment, at the very lowest prices
possible. We ONLY accept #BITCOIN.
bitcoinstore.com

Calculate Capital Gains on Bitcoins and Alt-Coins.
bitcointaxes.info

Bitcoin Fashion Store. Melbourne, Australia.
bitfash.com

3

With BitID you can sign up to any service. It's
secure, quick and easy. Please have your wallet
ready!
bitid.bitcoin.blue

Instead of quoting a price as 0.021513 Bitcoins it
now becomes 22.03 Bitnotes. San Jose, CA.
bitnote.co

The Bitcoin Luxury Marketplace. Washington, DC.
bitpremier.com

Book vacation rentals and amazing travel activities
with Bitcoin. Kiev, Ukraine.
bittravel.co

BitWall is a platform for publishers to promote their
publications online and get paid for their
publications. San Francisco, CA.
bitwall.io

Fly with bitcoins. Miami, Florida.

btctrip.com

Sell your downloaded items on this website.
London, United Kingdom.
coindl.com

4

Buy Coffee with Bitcoins.
coinforcoffee.com

http://www.coinjabber.com

CoinJabber is a traffic aggregation portal that
allows you to list, review, browse, and
advertise/promote Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrency related websites.

Snapchat for Bitcoin. Rochester, NY.
coinmail.io

A literal map of the world illustrating bitcoin
locations around your current location. Online.
coinmap.org

flibbr is an online bitcoin based marketplace where
users can buy / sell exchange goods or services for
bitcoins. Birmingham, AL.
flibbr.com

First Retail and Bitcoin Payment Platform for
Google Glass. Rochester, NY.

glasspay.us

HardBTC Ltd. is dedicated to customer service and
retailing Casascius Physical Bitcoins. London, UK.
hardbtc.org

5

HighKart is India's first online store to provide
eCommerce services with BitCoin. New Dehli,
India.
highkart.com

Get a public key, safely, starting just with
someone's social media username(s).

keybase.io

Tax software for Bitcoin, Ripple, and other digital
currencies. San Francisco, CA.
libratax.com

OmniBazaar is developing the first and only
consumer-to-consumer and business-to-consumer
Internet marketplace to allow users to buy and sell
directly among themselves, anonymously, using
cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin).
omnibazaar.com

Decentralized Whitepages for Bitcoin.
onename.io

OpenBazaar is an open source project to create a
decentralized network for commerce online—using
Bitcoin—that has no fees and cannot be censored.
https://openbazaar.org

The ultimate tool for the bitcoin community to
grow. Designed to help bitcoin reach more people.
Send bits with just 2 clicks on any device.
As simple as sending a Facebook message.
quickcoin.co

6

Encrypted online sound wallet. Fort Worth, TX.

soundwallet.net

Spendabit is the world's first “Bitcoin product
search engine.” We help you find things you can
buy with Bitcoin. London, UK.
spendabit.co

On-line marketplace for bitcoins. Social shopping
using bitcoins. Valencia, Spain.

xbtplaza.com

Bitcoin analysis made simple. Online.
quantabytes.com

Twister is the fully decentralized P2P
microblogging platform leveraging from the free
software implementations of Bitcoin and BitTorrent
protocols.
twister.net.co

Decentralized Transaction
Platforms
BitHalo creates the platform for an anonymous
decentralized exchange. Wilmington, DE.
bithalo.org

7

Chain is a company that helps developers build
bitcoin apps by providing fast access to the block
chain. San Francisco, CA.
chain.com

Colored Coins is a colored bitcoin minting and
exchange protocol that works on top of an
existing blockchain infrastructure.
http://coloredcoins.org

Counterparty is a platform for free and open
financial tools on the Bitcoin network.
counterparty.co

Ethereum is a protocol that is open to all. Any
programmer should be able to write smart
contracts and Ethereum apps in languages they
already are familiar with.
ethereum.org

Smart Derivatives Contracts.
hedgy.co

MaidSafe is a fully decentralized platform on
which application developers can build
decentralized applications.
maidsafe.net

8

The Protocol Layer On Top of The Bitcoin
Protocol. Austin, TX.
Mastercoin.org

Namecoin is a decentralized open source
information registration and transfer system
based on the Bitcoin cryptocurrency.
namecoin.info

The future of payments. San Francisco, CA.
ripple.com

tillitinc.com

Tillit is developing a platform and ecosystem of
toolsets enabling, normalizing and empowering
decentralized ledgers for use in business
transactions of all sizes. New York, NY.

Smart contracts pass revenue directly onto
Investors through a Peer to Peer exchange
infrastructure that is controlled by no one and
therefore trusted by everyone.
secureae.com

Kickstarter powered by Bitcoin technology.

swarm.co

UltraCoin is programmable money that allows
counterparty risk free transactions. Create loans
without banks, trades without brokers and
contracts without lawyers - all available through
your own personal digital wallet. New York, NY.
ultra-coin.com

9

Decentralized settlement and meta transaction
protocol.
viacoin.org

Education, Research, & Advocacy
The Association of Crypto-Currency Enterprises
and Start-ups, Singapore (ACCESS) promotes and
protects the use and development of digital
currencies.
access-sg.org

Dedicated to raising awareness of bitcoin among
Canadian consumers, merchants, and policy
makers; to promoting bitcoin adoption in Canada;
and furthering study and research in bitcoin and
other virtual currencies. Toronto, Canada.
bitcoinalliance.ca

We organize presentations, discussions, pub
nights, parties, and other creative outings to
foster a community of people and businesses
interested in learning about and creating a new
economy. Vancouver, Canada.
bitcoincoop.org

We have set out on a journey to change lives
through the power of Bitcoin. And we are
dedicated to its development, safety, and
promotion. Washington, DC.
bitcoinfoundation.org

Bitcoin ideas factory. We are a team of developers
working on Bitcoin & Crypto currency based
projects. London, UK.
blockspin.com

10

A place where people can learn about digital
currencies.
coinacademy.co

A new voice for Bitcoin. Dedicated to developing
and advocating sound government policy toward
digital currencies and blockchain technologies.
Washington, D.C.

coincenter.org

Crypto Moms was launched in April, 2014 with a
dedicated mission to increase women's
participation in cryptocurrency.
cryptomoms.com

A global research project in advanced solutions
for decentralized economic systems.

derpa.launchrock.com

To support the development of best in class
professional practices in the digital currency
economy through training, certification, and
ongoing practice and marketing support.
digitalcurrencycouncil.com

Exchanges
Provides state of the art technology to enable
businesses to trade and exchange an array of
digital currencies including bitcoins. Springfield,
MO.
alitinexchange.com

11

Bitcoins without the fuss, Buy or sell bitcoins with
just one click. Hong Kong.
anxbtc.com

Ultimate Trading Platform for Crypto-currencies.
anxpro.com

ATM Operator. Atlanta, GA.
atlantabitcoin.com

A secure, state-of-the-art exchange platform built
by Wall Street veterans for trading digital
currencies.
https://atlasats.com

Find the best digital currency exchanges in the
world, all in one place.

bit.cm

The Bitcoin Exchange of Israel.

hbit2c.co.il

Buy bitcoin fast and easily:
For yourself, or as a gift for family & friends!
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
bit4coin.net

12

Bitcoin Bourse is a trading system for Bitcoin
Shares and a decentralised Person to Person
Bitcoin / € SEPA exchange. Nice, FR.
bitcoinbourse.eu

Bitcoin exchange based out of Thailand.
bitcoin.co.th

Bitcoin.co.id is a place to buy and sell bitcoin in
Rupiah, India.
bitcoin.co.id

Vietnamese Bitcoin Exchange. Ho Chi Minh City.
bitcoinvietnam.com.vn

European Bitcoin exchange.
paymium.com

#bitcoin-otc is an over-the-counter marketplace
for trading with bitcoin. The marketplace is
located in #bitcoin-otc channel on the freenode
IRC network.
bitcoin-otc.com

bitcoin.de

German speaking Internet marketplace, which
enables registered users worldwide to
purchase the electronic currency Bitcoin from
other registered users or to sell the virtual
currency to other registered users.

13

Bitcoin ATM. Vancouver, Canada.
bitcoiniacs.com

trading platform for digital currencies. By using
our services people all over Norway and the rest
of the world can buy and sell bitcoins.
bitcoinsnorway.com

Secure Transactions since 2012.
bitcurex.com

buy and sell bitcoin with cash, at market prices,
and in your currency of choice. Online.
bitdeliver.to

Latam Regional Bitcoin & Litecoin exchange.
Hoofddorp, Holland.
bitex.la

Bitfinex is a trading platform for Bitcoin and
Litecoin. Hong Kong.
bitfinex.com

Sales and purchase of bitcoin. Tokyo, Japan.
bitflyer.jp

14

Find people in your social network who want to
trade BTC. London, UK.
bitfriends.co

Brazilan market to buy, sell, and store digital
currencies. Brazil.
bitinvest.com.br

Secondary Market of internet domains in Poland.
bitmarket.pl

Bitme is a U.S.-based bitcoin markets &
exchange service geared towards facilitating
large block trades via escrow trading.
bitme.com

Buy and sell Bitcoins and other
cryptocurrencies easily, fast and safely.
Veghel, Netherlands.
anycoindirect.eu

Bitcoin trading made easy, secure, and
straightforward. Cincinnati, OH.
www.bitquick.co

Bitcoin financial infrastructure made by pros. Tel
Aviv, Israel.
bitsofgold.co.il

15

A simpler way to buy and sell bitcoins. Columbia,
SC.
bitsimple.com

Bitstamp is an European Union based bitcoin
marketplace. Reading, UK.

bitstamp.net

The easiest way to buy Bitcoins. London, UK.
bittylicious.com

Secure digital wallet to store, spend, and receive
bitcoin. South Africa.
bitx.co.za

The first decentralised bitcoin exchange. New
York, NY.
blinktrade.com

BTC China is a provider of an online bitcoin
trading platform. Shanghai, China.
vip.btcchina.com

BTC-e.com serves as a platform for individuals
interested in trading between bitcoins and other
currencies, including the U.S. Online.
btc-e.com

16

Crypto-Currency exchange forum. China.
btc38.com

Rapid withdrawal online Bitcoin Trade Platform.
Vancouver, BC.
btctrade.com

send bitcoin to anybody with no intermediaries.
Oradea, Romania.
btcxchange.ro/

Bitcoin exchange platform in India.
btcxindia.com

Bitcoin trading platform in British Virgin Islands.
bter.com

buybitcoin.ph

Philippines based exchange that allows its
customers to convert between Philippines Peso
and the virtual cryptocurrency Bitcoin. Makati,
Philippines.

Buy and Sell Bitcoin in India.
buysellbitco.in

17

Platform where one can buy and sell Bitcoins in
real-time with other CampBX users. Alpharetta,
GA.
campbx.com

Buy and Sell Crypto Coins with $CAD. Ottowa,
Canada.

canadianbitcoins.com

CAVIRTEX stands for Canadian Virtual Exchange.
We are Canada's first Bitcoin trading market that
allows you to buy and sell Bitcoins with Canadian
dollars. Alberta, Canada.
cavirtex.com

Digital money exchange. Frisco, TX.

coin.mx

Coinarch is an online platform offering innovative
trading solutions for bitcoin. Use long and short
positions to profit in rising and falling markets and
boost your returns through leverage. Singapore.
coinarch.com

Coinbase is an open-source cryptographic
protocol that makes it easy for people and
businesses to use the cryptocurrency, Bitcoin.
San Francisco, CA.
coinbase.com

18

Money Transfer Services using the Bitcoin
Protocol. Mexico.
coinbatch.com

Bringing Bitcoins to Latin America. San Mateo,
CA.

coincove.co

Buy and sell bitcoins for cash from local retail
locations. Simple and hassle free. San Diego, CA.
coinflash.com

Bitcoin trading platform. London, UK.
coinfloor.co.uk

CoinJar provides a convenient and secure way to
convert Australian dollars into bitcoin.
Melbourne, Australia.
coinjar.io

A US-Based Cryptocurrency. Santa Monica, CA.
coinmkt.com

coinmotion.com

Coinmotion Ltd aims to provide a seamless
platform for using bitcoin to both consumers and
vendors. Helsinki, FIN.

19

A currency exchange for people to buy and sell
cryptocurrencies. Antwerp, BEL.
coinnext.com

coinomat.com

Coinomat allows you to convert between various
cryptocurrencies and national currencies without
the hassle of opening an account at an
cryptocurrency exchange. Moscow, Russia.

Coinplug provides bitcoin exchange, wallet, and
payment processor services targeting Korea and
the Asian markets.
coinplug.com

CoinRnr helps people all over the United States
and Canada buy and sell bitcoin without long wait
times or excessive fees. without any unnecessary
delays or waiting periods. Concord, Canada.
coinrnr.com

Thailand’s first and largest Bitcoin buy-and sellplatform.
coins.co.th

Coins-E is a digital currency trading platform, with
two factor authentication, we guarantee to protect
your account. Hartsdal, NY.
coins-e.com

Coins.ph is a Philippine company committed to
driving adoption of Bitcoins in emerging markets.
Manila, Philippines.

coins.ph

20

Coinsetter is a NYC-based Forex trading platform
for Bitcoin. It offers fast and reliable trading in
addition to liquidity sourced from other global
exchanges. New York, NY.
coinsetter.com

CoinSpot started out as a free online wallet and
quickly changed into a full blown online shopping
site for Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Litecoin, and more.
Melbourne, Australia.
coinspot.com.au

CoinTap allows consumers to obtain bitcoins by
purchasing a stored-value card in retail stores.
Calgary, Canada.
cointap.co

cointrader.net

CoinTrader.net is an online trading platform for
the Bitcoin community. They facilitate the trade of
bitcoins (BTC or XBT) for traditional currency
(CAD, USD, etc). Vancouver, Canada.

CoinTree is Australia's newest bitcoin exchange
with a focus on price, ease-of-use and security.
Melbourne, AUS.
cointree.com.au

Coinvert is het wisselkantoor om veilig en snel
bitcoins te wisselen tegen een scherpe prijs.
coinvert.nl

Coinx is a premier digital currency exchange.
They are a secure and trusted online trading
platform that provides a marketplace for buyers
and sellers of digital currency. New York, NY.
coinx.com

21

conectabitcoin.com

Conectabitcoin is a decentralized marketplace for
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin & Litecoins (among
others). They have built it to be a free and secure
platform for peer to peer trading. Argentina.

conectabitcoin.com

Crypto Coins Exchange platform on which seller
and buyer meet to do their transactions peer-topeer of crypto coins with CCEDK as their
intermediary. Hune, DNK.
ccedk.com

cryptonext.net

Digital currency platform and service provider.
Crypto Next’s vision is to make cryptocurrencies
more accessible by providing simple multicurrency exchange solutions that are cheap, easy
and safe. Isle of Man.

cryptsy.com

Cryptsy is an Internet startup operated by Project
Investors, Inc. focusing on the exchange of
Crypto-Currency commonly known as “BitCoin”
and it's derivatives. They currently service more
than 90 different types of crypto-currency.
Delray Beach, FL.

Korean Bitcoin exchange.
ddengle.com

digitalbtc.com

digitalBTC is an established and profitable
company providing investors exposure to multiple
facets of the Bitcoin industry and other digital
currencies. Lucerne Valley, CA.

Invest in Gold and Bitcoins. San Francisco, CA.
digitaltangibletrust.com

22

Expresscoin is a financial technology platform
focused on helping people get access to digital
currency. Santa Monica, CA.
expresscoin.com

Hosting a dedicated full Bitcoin node for public
use. SGP.
fybsg.com

Global Coin FX combines the best of an exchange
with instant execution, full order book and the
best of peer to peer trading. London, UK.
globalcoinfx.com

goldsilverbitcoin.com

Gold Silver Bitcoin offers its customers the choice
of selling precious metals products in exchange
for the revolutionary new crypto-asset Bitcoin.
Cheyenne, WY.

HitBTC is the registered brand of HIT
Technologies Aps for the purpose of providing its
business services as an Exchange environment.
Denmark.
hitbtc.com

HolyTransaction is the universal cryptocurrency
wallet with instant exchange. Sunnyvale, CA.
holytransaction.com

Huobi is one of the world's leading bitcoin
exchange platforms. Beijing, China.

huobi.com

23

itBit is a global digital currency exchange that
provides investors with a user-friendly trading
experience and the financial expertise to reach
their goals. Singapore and New York, NY.
itBit.com

Easy and secure Bitcoin for everyone. Istanbul,
Turkey.
koinim.com

Korbit started by offering the world's first BitcoinKorean Won exchange. Seoul, Korea.
korbit.co.kr

kraken.com

lakebtc.com

localbitcoins.com

The first truly professional trading platform for
Bitcoin and other math-based currencies. San
Francisco, CA.

On LakeBTC, individuals, merchants and
institutions can easily trade bitcoins, lock down
the prices, manage their exposures, and hedge
their risks. Shanghai, China.

At LocalBitcoins.com, people from different
countries can exchange their local currency to
bitcoins. Helsinki, Finland.

Pure crypto-currency exchange, coded in C++,
redistributing 25% of all profits directly to its
users.
mcxnow.com

24

MELOTIC

A Pure Digital Asset Exchange
Trade Curated Digital Assets with Bitcoin

melotic.com

Meng Meng currency trading platform. Hong
Kong.
mengmengbi.cn

Latin American Bitcoin exchange. Brazil.
mercadobitcoin.com.br

MetaLair is working on launching the first
decentralised cryptocurrency exchange for
Bitcoin, Litecoin , all cryptocurrencies and fiat.
metalair.org

Bitcoin and Litecoin exchange.
Mexico City, Mexico.

mexbt.com

Multigateway (MGW) is a third party service
developed on top of the NXT network that allows
you to move cryptocurrencies in and out of the
NXT Asset Exchange
multigateway.com

The first British Bitcoin, gold & sterling exchange.
netagio.com

25

hnoveltylab.com

NoveltyLab is a startup company that is
committed to the integration of cryptocurrencies
into modern financial systems and society.
Sunnyvale, CA.

OKCoin.com is a BitCoin trading platform that
uses advanced technologies. Beijing, China.
okcoin.com

Finally, a reason to use Bitcoins. 15% off Amazon.
Buy BTC with a Credit Card. San Francisco, CA.
purse.io

Quadriga CX is a Canadian Cryptocurrency
exchange platform, with offices in Vancouver,
British Columbia.
quadrigacx.com

QuickBT.com is your source for fast, secure
Bitcoin from anywhere using your INTERAC®
Online bank account for payment. London UK.
quickbt.com

quoine.com

Quoine provides a modern user interface in line
with the latest Internet standards and trends for
ease of usability for first time users. Japan.

Europe's fastest Bitcoin reseller.
Stockholm, Sweden.
safello.com

26

Founded in February 2014, SBEX SA is a Swiss
based crypto-currency broker. Geneva,
Switzerland
sbex.ch

Today, over 100,000 merchants accept bitcoin,
and we aim to list every one here, as well as all
their products. Australia.
spendbitcoins.com

Bitcoin market makers.
tinkercoin.com

Find local Bitcoin traders in your area. Irvine, CA.
tradebitcoin.com

Online Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dinar Gold Exchange.
Indonesia.
http://tuker.in

Latinamerican Bitcoin Exchange. Argentina.
unisend.com

Simple, Secure and Seamless Way to Store, Buy
and Sell Bitcoins India.
unocoin.com

27

A professional platform as a base for operations
in the sale and purchase of cryptocurrencies,
which can be done even by the unprepared
layman
upbit.org

Bitcoin Exchange.
vircurex.com

VirWoX is the "Virtual World Exchange"; an
alternative to the LindeX exchange for
International customers.
virwox.com

ZipZap is global payment platform providing
businesses friction-free payment solutions.
zipzapinc.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Agora Commodities is the first full service bullion
dealer accepting the new revolutionary currency
Bitcoin as payment for precious metals. Wyoming.
agoracommodities.com

Insure your crypto-currencies with Inscrypto. We
are like Bitcoin’s privately funded, decentralized
version of the FDIC. Cambridge, MA.
inscrypto.com

28

Cryptocurrency portfolio management.
Tel Aviv, Israel.
bitblu.com

A Peer to Peer Bitcoin Lending Network.
Chicago, IL.
bitlendingclub.com

The world's most advanced Bitcoin derivatives
exchange is primed for launch.
trade.bitmex.com

Send money to Kenya cheaper and faster.
With BitPesa, it's easy.
bitpesa.co

BitSavings.org is the safest way to earn a return
using Bitcoins. No matter whether the value of
Bitcoins increases or decreases, we pay 5%
interest per month on ALL deposits.
bitsavings.org

Undoing Zero Confirmation BitCoin Transactions.
bitundo.com

Bitcoin savings accounts and leveraged trading
accounts. Hong Kong.
btcdelta.com

29

A completely fair and transparent way to earn
money both on high-rate and low-rate Bitcoin
fluctuations. Listings and quotations are taken
directly from HitBtc real-time.
btclevels.com

Bitcoin binary options trading.
btcoracle.com

The World`s first Electronic Crypto-Currency
Robot!
btcrobot.com

BTC.sx is a bitcoin trading platform that allows
users to make directional bets to manage their
bitcoin balance. Singapore and United Kingdom.
btc.sx

Peer to Peer Bitcoin Lending.

btcjam.com

coinbr.com

Invest your hard earned bitcoins and use the most
advanced bitcoin futures platform now.
CoinBr.com offers you 24-hour easy and affordable
access to the Bitcoin stock exchange.

The Google Finance for Bitcoin and alternative
cryptocoins. Online.
coinfinance.com

30

A Bitcoin ATM That Runs on Your Phone.
Seattle, WA.
coinsafe.com

Coinsplit allows you to create multiple bitcoin
wallets. Each time a wallet receives coins they are
divided in to parts, according to shares, and sent to
addresses associated with shares.
coinsplit.io

CoSign Coin utilizes Multi-Signature Wallets and
Multi-Signature Transactions to secure your funds.
A "quasi-escrow." India.
cosign.co.in

cryptexcard.com

Send your Bitcoin to a Cryptex Card unique deposit
address. Let us know how much Bitcoin you want
on your card and we convert. Cash becomes
available on your card & accessible on our existing
global ATM Network. Hong Kong.

CryptFolio lets you keep track of your
cryptocurrencies, miners, investments and
equities, and generates regular reports of your
portfolio. New Zealand.
cryptfolio.com

cryptostocks.com

Crypto Stocks is a crowdfunding platform to bring
together people with business ideas (projects) and
people who want to support them with Bitcoins,
Litecoins or Devcoins. Washington, D.C.

The first algorithmic trading platform for Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies. Singapore.
cryptotrader.org

31

Digital currency services including lower-cost
international remittances and merchant payments
to smart contracts and property. London, UK.
elliptic.co

Enterprise software solutions for financial service
providers to securely integrate with cryptofinancial
networks. San Francisco, CA.
epiphyte.us

The world's first bitcoin bank, exclusively for
entrepreneurs. New York, NY.

angel.co/foundersbank

GogoCoin is a prepaid access company designed
to help newcomers purchase bitcoins and discover
ways to use the bitcoin network. Oakland, CA.
gogocoin.com

Providing secure bitcoin banking and investment
services.
paradoxbtc.com

We are developing a suite of tools that will give
pawnbrokers a leading edge in the digital economy.
pawncoin.com

A payment services operator that gives consumers
direct access to deposit Crypto Currencies into
Retail, Gaming and Online Marketplaces with ease.
Dublin, Ireland.
prypto.com

32

The future of ecommerce. New York, NY.
qikcoin.com

Silent-Vault is a secure, private online wallet for
making untraceable p2p payments. Online.
silentvault.com

Financial services firm with the technological and
regulatory expertise to trade in the emerging field
of digital finance. Developing Bitcoin total return
swaps. New York, NY.
sldx.com

First U.S.-regulated Bitcoin swaps exchange.
Summit, new Jersey
teraexchange.com

Bitcoin binary options.
traderush.com

Bitcoin binary options.
updown.bt

Real-Time Market Data and Aggregated News
Feeds for Bitcoin. British Virgin Islands.
rtbtc.com

33

Gaming

Real money betting in games. San Francisco, CA

arbiter.me

Best Bitcoin Casino. London, UK.
bestbitcoincasino.com

Betcoin Casino, is a premium online casino site
solely accepting crypto-currency (currently bitcoin
and litecoin).
betcoincasino.com

User-Driven Betting Exchange.
www.betmoose.com

Bitcoin operated online casino.
bitcasino.io

bitcoinchaser.com

We are constantly on the lookout for the most
interesting Bitcoin and cryptocurrency related sites
to share with our coin obsessed community..

34

bitcoingg.com

Bitcoin Gambling Guide contains information you
need to know about Bitcoin Casinos.

Online casino reviews. New York, NY.
bitcoinreviewer.com

Bitcoin Video Casino is a provably fair gaming site
with 99.5% or better expected return.
bitcoinvideocasino.com

Real World Bitcoin Gambling. Las Vegas, NV.

bitmarkers.com

Bitcoin online gaming.

hbtcpokernetwork.io

Modern online casino offering a roulette multiplayer experience in your browser. Oakland,
California.
cakebet.com

Founded in 2013, CasinoBitco.in was the first
Bitcoin Sportsbook to offer truly Provably Fair
Casino Games.
casinobitco.in

35

Bitcoin Prediction Market. Online.
fairlay.com

Gambit is a multiplayer gaming platform offering
various strategy and classic card games, dice
games, and board games. Rotterdam, Netherlands.
gambit.com

Compete in your favorite games. In real-time. For
bitcoin.

leetcoin.com

The Premier Bitcoin Prediction Market. Dublin,
Ireland.
predictious.com

Earn Bitcoins betting with no odds, events or any
other hassle. Portugal.
roundabet.com

Provably Fair Bitcoin Casino. San Francisco, CA.

satoshibet.com

The Ghost of Satoshi will roll the dice and pick a
Lucky Number! You win if Lucky Number is less
than the number you chose.
satoshidice.com

36

Seals With Clubs (SWC) is a web site and poker
application that allows anyone, anywhere, to play
poker at any time.
sealswithclubs.eu

Tradefor is realistic trading game. Players immerse
themselves in a trading world where they use the
game’s currency (“Bits”) to trade for coupons and
gift cards at highly discounted prices. New York,
NY.
tradefor.com

INFRASTRUCTURE

Bitcoin Wallet and Bitcoin Business Directory
airbitz.co

Digital Currency Exchange Software. New York, NY.
alphapoint.com

The Open Source API Marketplace for Developers.

http://www.apinetwork.co

Bex.io develops a global network to proliferate white
label bitcoin exchanges. Vancouver, BC.
bex.io
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bittag.net

BitTag is a physical price tag that creates a
seamless integration between Bitcoin (or any
another cryptocurrency) transactions and "bricks
and mortar" retail stores. London, UK.

BISON is a network of Bitcoin-related businesses
that opted to use Jumio’s Netverify service to
authenticate the identity of customers. Palo Alto,
CA.
jumio.com

BitAccess Inc. produces the world's leading Bitcoin
Automatic Teller Machine. Ottawa, Canada.
bitaccess.co

Licensed Swiss financial intermediary, broker and
asset manager in the Digital Finance space. Baar,
Swizterland.
bitcoinsuisse.ch

We physicalize online trading platform of
cryptocurrency by introducing Bitcoinnect. Hong
Kong.
bitcoinatm.com.hk

Anonymous Hosting. Our job is keeping your site
online.
bitcoinwebhosting.net

Anonymous Bitcoin Web Hosting.
bitwebhosting.com
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bitsofproof.com

bitsent.ca

bitto.co.nz

Bits of Proof is an independent, self funded
technology leader in Bitcoin offering Wallet, Gold
Bullion Bitcoin exchanges, and white label merchant
solutions. Budapest, Hungary.

BitSent Inc is providing cryptocurrency solutions
and in particular Bitcoin solutions, providing
products such as Wallets, AVMs, Trading, and
Merchant Point of Sale technology. Waterloo,
Canada.

Professional advice on acquisition, implementation
and understanding cryptocurrencies and smart
contracts. Provides touring Bitcon ATMs as well as
Bitcoin mining services. Australia.

Currently owns a single, touring Bitcoin ATM with
plans to place more across Ireland and the United
Kingdom throughout 2014/2015. Ireland.
bitvendo.com

Manufactures and sells their own Bitcoin ATM
machine, the SUMO Pro. Munich, Germany.
bitxatm.com

Buttercoin is an open source digital trading engine
used to arrange trades in an order book.
Palo Alto, CA.
buttercoin.com

Card To Coin aims to be the easiest way of
acquiring bitcoin. Singapore.
cardtocoin.com

Coinlab is a venture-backed company dedicated to
making digital currencies more accessible,
widespread and easy to use.
coinlab.com
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coinmekiosk.com

The Coinme Kiosk is the fastest and most secure
solution for Seattle-area residents to buy and sell
Bitcoin. Seattle, WA.

Our machine is surprisingly easy to use and is the
first two-way Bitcoin ATM in northern Europe and
amongst the first ones in the world.
cointter.com

CoinVault intends to bring Bitcoin and similar
cryptocurrencies to everyone. Houston, TX.

coinvaultatm.com

Diamond Circle is payment network for fiat and
crypto-currency storage and exchange. We
facilitate instant payments in a safe and secure
manner globally.
diamondcircle.net

Simple and secure Bitcoin
platform for developers. Venice, CA.

gem.co

Company with the vision of bringing Android and
Bitcoin technologies to the unexplored places. It is
an amazing adventure. We are based in Prague
Czech Republic from where we spread our
innovations to the world. Prague, CR.
generalbytes.com

Buy and Sell Bitcoin & other digital commodities for
cash.
bitcoinatm.com
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Buying and using Bitcoins can be very confusing.
We will help you to better understand Bitcoin.
Finland.
hotbutler.com

Creators of the world's most popular Bitcoin ATM.
Our software is completely open source. British
Virgin Islands.
lamassu.is

Cash to bitcoin in 30 seconds. Boston, MA.

libertyteller.com

Next Generation Wearables. San Francisco, CA.

me.vu

moneero.com

Bitcoin banking for the non-tech savvy audience in
emerging markets through social media and
mainstream channels like phones and ATMs.
Montevideo, Uruguay.

Next Generation Bitcoin ATM Platform.
New York, NY.
openwallet.co
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We manufacture ATMs and advanced vending for
different markets. Fabricamos máquinas de cobro
automático para todo tipo de sectores.
paymaq.com

We’re a group of young professionals with
backgrounds in law, accounting and IT who have
come together to bring you Bitcoin AVM’s
throughout the UK. We believe in making Bitcoin
easily accessible to all.
qwikbit.com

Buy, Sell, Invest in Bitcoin. Las Vegas, NV.

robocoinkiosk.com

Our ATM locations offer a user-friendly way for
anyone to buy and sell Bitcoin in exchange for cash.
London, UK.
satoshipoint.co.uk

Storj is based on the Bitcoin blockchain technology
and peer-to-peer protocols to provide the most
secure, private and efficient cloud storage.

storj.io

Bitcoin for financial institutions. Singapore.
switchless.com
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Tembusu develops technological solutions to
address the challenges of adopting bitcoins.
Singapore.
www.tembusu.sg

Let's get started using Bitcoin.
trybtc.com

Cryptocurrency Exchange for Financial Institutions.
Palo Alto, CA.
vaurum.com

Buying and Selling Bitcoins. Denver, CO.
xbteller.com

Investments
World's first distributed veteran
entrepreneur and angel investor group.
Focused on accelerating the digital
currency eco-system.

bitangels.co

Bitcoin fundraising.
bit.co.in

World's first accelerator for decentralized
apps. Toronto, Canada.
bdaccelerate.com
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bitcoinembassy.ca

The Bitcoin Embassy acts as a
collaborative networking & meeting space
in Montreal, where experienced Bitcoiners,
startups and newcomers can share
business ideas and develop them through
its startup incubator. Montreal, Canada.

The Bitcoin Investment Trust (BIT) is a
private, open-ended trust that is invested
exclusively in bitcoin and derives its value
solely from the price of bitcoin. New York,
NY.
bitcointrust.co

Our fund is designed to minimise risk
while allowing you to enjoying great
returns, we solve the key challenges of
legal compliance and security. London,
UK.
bitcoinsuperfund.com

Follow on fund for @BoostVC bitcoin
startups. San Francisco, CA.

boost.vc

coinseed.com

CoinSeed specializes in designing and
implementing high power and optimally
efficient ASIC based Bitcoin mining
infrastructures for the purpose of
generating solid return on investment for
our limited partners and us. Online.

A global Crypto Think Tank and
Investment Group in Bitcoin and Crypto
related assets.
http://cryptortrust.com
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The first venture fund to raise all of its
investment capital in cryptocurrency and
invest only in Bitcoin 2.0 applications.

dappsfund.com

Bitcoin investments. New York, NY.

dcg.co

Falcon Global Capital, LP is an SEC
Regulation D Private Investment Fund that
invests solely in the Bitcoin markets.
San Diego, CA.
falconglobalcapital.com

Greenbank Capital is a corporate finance
investment business focusing on investing
in Canadian small cap publicly listed
companies. Toronto, Canada.
greenbankcapitalinc.com

Bitcoin Fund.

havelockinvestments.com

The Cryptofunding Platform
Palo Alto, CA.
koinify.com
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Seed stage investment firm. New York, NY.
libertycityventures.com

Mintcombine is a parallel digital asset
designer for brands and causes. New York,
NY.
mintcombine.com

Investment firm focused on the Bitcoin
ecosystem. San Francisco, CA.

panteracapital.com

pathfinder.vc

Pathfinder Capital was created in order to
provide investors with a structured way to
access the potential high-growth
opportunities available in today’s frontier
markets. London, UK.

Plug and Play Tech Center is a global
accelerator specializing in growth-stage
technological start-ups. Sunnyvale, CA.
plugandplaytechcenter.com

Digital Currency Investments.
New York, NY.
satorsq.com
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Seedcoin has designed a unique process
to assess and assist external startups at
the key stages of their development. New
York, NY.
seedco.in

winklevosscapital.com

We believe in determined entrepreneurs
and reinforce their pursuit of a frictionless
world. Because those who dare to fail
greatly, dare to achieve greatly.

Mining
AMT's new line of Rack Mount Miners combines
today's leading ASIC chips with a standardized
technology which is optimized for choice and
flexibility at any scale. Shenzhen, China.
advancedminers.com

Alpha Technology is a technology firm based in the
UK, located in Manchester, comprising of a team of
experienced IT and engineering specialists.
alpha-t.net

Our goal is simple - Provide the most cost effective
wholesale miner hosting solutions possible. With
facilities in the Caribbean and USA we can provide
a solution to suit your needs.
asicblock.com

Leading Bitcoin Mining Solution.
avalon-asics.com

Avalon Clones manufactures and distributes
bitcoin mining computer rigs. Scottsdale, AZ.
avalonclones.com
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Bitcoin products store. Toronto, Canada.
bitcoinware.net

The world’s leader in semiconductors, servers and
datacenter solutions for the bitcoin and
cryptocurrency industry. Amsterdam, Netherlands.
bitfury.org

We specialize in research, development and sales
for custom mining chips and miners. Zaragoza,
Spain.
bitmaintech.com

Bitcoin Mining Hardware. Leawood, KS.
butterflylabs.com

Bitcoin Crypto Exchange and Cloud Mining
Provider. London, UK.
cex.io

At Cloud Hashing, our goal is to make the process
of mining for bitcoins simple, scalable and cost
effective for our clients.
cloudhashing.com

Cloud-based bitcoin mining. Atlanta, GA.
coinfirma.com
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CGRemote is a powerful management tool
incorporating an array of options to customize your
miners.
coinmyne.com

CoinTerra is a hardware and software company
that designs, produces and operates systems that
power the Bitcoin blockchain. Austin, TX.
cointerra.com

CoinWare is an umbrella company of businesses
and ideas in the bitcoin space. San Francisco, CA.
coinware.io

Bitcoin mining for everyone. New York, NY.

crunchbit.com

PetaMine provides a flexible, accessible cloud
mining option for new and experienced Bitcoin
investors. Etterbeek, Belgium.

peta-mine.co

Bitcoin Mining Made Simple. Bloomfield, CT.
gawminers.com

Based in the UK we aim to reduce the risk of
investing in Bitcoin mining, whilst ensuring every
member the highest returns possible.
groupbitcoin.com
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Cloud mining is proven to be more profitable than
personal hardware mining, since all downtime is
compensated.
hashop.io

Hosting Designed & Purpose-Built for Bitcoin
Miners & Bitcoin Mining. Seattle, WA.
hashplex.com

helixminers.com

We started this company out of reaction to the new
crypto-currency market. We saw a chance to bring
change to the world, not so different from when the
internet was first introduced. Deerfield Beach, FL .

Bitcoin Mining Hardware. Stockholm, Sweden.
kncminer.com

LabRatMining is a company that operates as a
large scale miner paying out distributions to
contract-holders.
labratmining.com

mining-asics-technologies.com

Mining ASICs Technologies B.V. (MAT) are
innovators in Litecoin and Altcoin scrypt hashing
solutions. Netherlands.

The MobileMiner apps allow you to remotely
monitor and control your Bitcoin, Litecoin, and
other crypto-currency mining rigs.
mobileminerapp.com
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MultiMiner is a desktop application for crypto-coin
mining and monitoring on Windows, Mac OS X and
Linux.
multiminerapp.com

We provide a cluster dashboard.
p2pool.io

PB Mining is a fully trusted business in SK, Canada
with an established eBay account.

pbmining.com

peernova.com

spondoolies-tech.com

We have developed state-of-the-art ASICs for
transaction processing and verification.
Atlanta, GA.
Introducing an update to the most powerful
Bitcoin miner available: the SP35 Yukon Power
edition. We have replaced the previous power
supplies with bigger power supplies to reach
never seen before hashing power.

Visionman Bitcoin Miners sells high speed
encryption processors for use in bitcoin & litecoin
mining, research, telecom and security
applications. Santa Clara, CA.
visionman-btc.com

Manufacturer of mining equipment.
San Francisco, CA.
xcrowd.co.uk
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Introducing Cloud Hosting. We are proud to
introduce ZenMiner Cloud with a 99.9% uptime
guarantee. Phoenix, AZ.
zenminer.com

With our prior success with BitCoin (SHA-256)
ASIC chips and competition heating up, we decided
to shift our focus to Scrypt ASIC chips in 2013.
California.
zeusminer.com

News and Data
Bitcoin and digital money insights for
merchants and executives that wish to use
bitcoin in their business. San Francisco,
CA.
bitcoinbusiness.co

bitcoincharts.com

Bitcoincharts provides financial and
technical data related to the Bitcoin
network. You can also access this data via
our JSON-API.

Bitcoin Search Engine for News, Tutorials,
and Helpful Insights

bitcoinfeeds.com

Reading into Bitcoin. Atlanta, GA.
bitcoinmagazine.com
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Bitcoin News. Brazil.
bitcoinnews.com.br

Exposing Bitcoin News. New York, NY.
bitcoinnewsexposed.com

Monitoring the Adoption and Pulse of
Bitcoin.

bitcoinpulse.com

We are always interested to hear from
anyone that would like to develop
business together in this exciting new
Bitcoin world.
bitcoinviews.com

Canada's Leading Provider of Bitcoin
Information and Resources. Toronto,
Canada
bitcoinada.com

The First Aggregated Bitcon Price Index.

bitcoinaverage.com
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Regular news, reviews and features about
bitcoin mining, bit coin trading and the
bitcoin economy.
bitcoinexaminer.org

The ultimate news and review site for the
crypto currency community.
bitcoinist.net

Connect with people & businesses
building the new cryptocurrency economy.
Tempe, AZ.
bitcorati.com

Reports on Bitcoin and other digital
currency news from China.
bitell.com

Reports on the evolving regulatory
landscape of virtual currency around the
world.
bitlegal.net

We promote bitcoin commerce by
connecting consumers & businesses
through applications that provide clarity of
the bitcoin world and promote trust in it.
Sydney, Australia.
bitscan.com
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Blockr.io Blockchain Explorer provides
information on Bitcoin and Alt Coin
Blockchain data.
blockr.io

CryptoCurrency Research & Intelligence.
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

blocktrail.com

Keep track of your bitcoin miners across
popular mining pools and monitor bitcoin
exchange rates from anywhere around the
world.
btcmon.com

Bitcoin news, chat, startups, culture and
more. Silicon Valley, CA.

bubblecoin.biz

We will always strive to give the best
information, support and product offerings
to the crypto-currency community.

coinaxis.com

Your Open Source for Digital Currency
News. We provide news, mining
calculators, hardware comparisons, and
more.
coinbrief.net
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The Voice of Digital Currency. London, UK.

coindesk.com

Premium metrics on Digital Currencies.

coinometrics.com

Covering the latest Bitcoins news, analysis
and features including alternative
currencies.
coinspectator.com

Bitcoin news in Russian.

coinspot.ru

CoinTelegraph covers everything-Bitcoin,
bringing you the latest news, prices,
breakthroughs, and analytics, with
emphasis on expert opinion and
commentary from the digital currency
community.
cointelegraph.com

Observing and exploring all aspects of the
crypto world; including mining, financial
trading, exchanges, development and
business. Vancouver, Canada.
cryptobizmagazine.com
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Podcast about the technologies, projects
& startups driving the cryptocurrency
revolution.
epicenterbitcoin.com

Digital Currency Publication. San
Francisco, CA.
followthecoin.com

Croatian Bitcoin Portal.
crobitcoin.com

The leading producer of online
publications and global trade shows for
today’s most innovative technology.
New York, NY.
insidebitcoins.com

Interviews, News & Discussion - We talk
the Future of Money, and pioneering the
new media, on Tuesdays & Saturdays.
letstalkbitcoin.com

Bitcoin Newsletter - Tracking Bitcoin news
and the incredible adoption of Bitcoin!
onbitcoin.com
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Decentralised Bitcoin and Crypto News.

thebitcoinnews.co.uk

TradeBlock provides visibility into digital
currency markets with data tools and
proprietary research.
tradeblock.com

A free quarterly publication showcasing
the best of the Bitcoin Universe.
Huntsville, AL .
ybitcoin.net

Real-Time Market Data and Aggregated
News Feed. San Francisco, CA.
zeroblock.com

Payments
The first Payment Solution using Bitcoin network
in Indonesia. Bandung, Indonesia.
artabit.com

Bitcoin Payment Solutions. Copenhagen,
Denmark.
bips.me
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Bitcoin payments for online commerce. The
primary Bitcoin payment processor for Canada.
Montreal, Canada.
bitcredits.io

Meet Bitmonet, the better way to monetize your
content.
bitmonet.com

BitPagos is a payment gateway that supports
multiple currency bitcoin and credit card
payments focused on Latin America.
bitpagos.net

BitPay is a payment processor for the peer-to-peer
digital currency, Bitcoin. San Francisco, CA.
bitpay.com

Transfer your bitcoin to U.S. dollars, euros,
pounds, yen, and yuan with no delays — we offer
instant, low-cost currency conversions. San
Francisco, CA.
bitreserve.org

Blockchain is the world's most popular web based
bitcoin wallet and the most highly trafficked
bitcoin website.
blockchain.info

Braintree is the easiest way to accept payments
online and on a mobile app.
braintreepayments.com
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Bylls is Canada's first bill payment service for
Bitcoin users. Montreal, Canada.
bylls.com

Circle is a digital currency company that makes it
easy to exchange, store, send and receive bitcoin.
Online.
circle.com

Coin Of Sale is a web-based Bitcoin payment
processing solution works via any web browser.
Singapore.
coinofsale.com

Secure Bitcoin wallet, merchant service, and
liquidity provider. Panama City, Panama.
coinapult.com

Coinkite is an international bitcoin wallet focused
on hardcore privacy, bank-grade security,
developer's API, speed and advanced features.
Toronto, Canada.
coinkite.com

Coinlock is a secure system that helps you sell
your files using the power of Bitcoin! Tampa, FL.
coinlock.com

Bitcoin Payment Solutions & Payment Gateway
Services for Asia. Singapore.

coinpip.com
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Coin Widget is an open source Bitcoin/Litecoin
donation button for your websites.
coinwidget.com

An easy-to-use system and no geographical
boundaries allows us to provide you with the
best payment options possible. Menlo Park,
CA.
coinzone.com

Make easy payments with Bitcoin. Madrid, Spain.
cripto-pay.com

We are the only company to provide UK and EU
customers stable, reliable and legal way to trade
and accept bitcoins. London, UK.

cryptopay.me

Connect Securely and Send Bitcoin.

gli.ph

GoCoin develops a payment gateway for online
and retail merchants to accept bitcoin as a
payment method. Singapore.
gocoin.com
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Use Kitiwa to convert Ghana Cedis into Bitcoin, an
electronic currency that is accepted globally by
trusted companies. Once you have Bitcoin, you
can spend it online. Accra, Ghana.
kitiwa.com

Kryptokit is a Toronto-based technology company
specializing in encryption and digital currencies.
Toronto, Canada.
kryptokit.com

Pay and get paid for tasks and collaborations
anywhere on the web. Delft, Netherlands.
mobbr.com

Monegraph helps anyone verify that a digital
artwork is an original, exactly as created by the
artist.

hwww.monegraph.com

A next generation crypto-currency interface and
payment solution for everyone.
monetsu.com

Neo is the first physical portal for exchanging
bitcoins. Come and ask us how you can be your
own financial super hero. San Francisco, CA.
neo-bee.com
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The world's first Bitcoin Wallet NETWORK.
San Francisco, CA.
ninkip2p.com

We are making it ridiculously easier, quicker and
safer to accept Bitcoins at your website, social
network, online or local store.
pagobit.com

The Pheeva Wallet is a dedicated hot wallet
for everyday Bitcoin transactions.
pheeva.com

Bitcoin Fundraising and Pay Per View Solution
Provider. Atlanta, GA.
playcoinentertainment.com

The easiest way to buy gift cards with
cryptocurrencies. Banbury, UK.
pock.io

Bitcoin point of sale. Canada.
pocketpos.ca

Spend digital currencies, loyalty points, and
regular money - all with the Shift debit card. View
your accounts and switch your spending source
with the companion mobile app.
shiftpayments.com
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Use snapCard to buy anything using digital
currencies. San Francisco, CA.
snapcard.io

Send Bitcoins over Twitter. Waltham, MA.
tippercoin.com

We process fiat for crypto and business payments
with risk management and compliance built-in.
Calgary, Canada.
vogogo.com

Accept payments in Bitcoin from anywhere in the
world; and receive settlements in your local
currency to your bank account.
yellowpay.co

Yestobitcoins.com is an online service provider
who allows you to pay in bitcoins for products
that are otherwise available only in standard
currencies.
yestobitcoins.com

zipbit is a secure platform that facilitates easy
bitcoin payment options for consumers and
converts those payments into cash for merchants.
Auckland, New Zealand.
http://www.zipbit.co
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Professional Services
As the first Bitcoin consulting company, we bridge
the gap between investors -big and small- and
visionaries at the forefront of the Bitcoin
revolution.
bitcoinglobalinvestments.com

BitRecruiter comprises leading talent acquisition
professionals and is the only recruitment company
dedicated and equipped for cryptocurrency
enterprise demands. Santa Monica, CA.
bitrecruiter.com

Coinality is a job & resume board for bitcoin. Irvine,
CA.
coinality.com

At CoinComply, we help digital currency
companies ensure that they operate safely and
soundly in order to obtain, and maintain, strong
banking relationships. New York, NY.
coincomply.com

CoinVox is the leading Bitcoin consulting firm.
You've got questions, we've got answers.
Sunnyvale, CA.
coinvox.org

Digital Currency Labs is a financial technology and
strategic advisory firm whose mission is to bridge
the gap between the world of Virtual Currencies
and Wall Street. New York, NY.
digitalcurrencylabs.com
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Hermes Global Partners creates custom
complementary currencies on the bitcoin
blockchain for executive clients around the world.

hermesglobalpartners.com

Humint is a branding & innovation lab that helps
the world get digital currency. Belgrade, Serbia.

humint.is

Start using your Bitcoins today! Top up your
prepaid mobile account in 100+ countries. Dubai,
UAE.

piiko.com

Trust & Verification Services
BlockAuth will enable you to own and operate your
own Identity Registrar that allows users to submit
their information for verification.
blockauth.com

Blocksign is a blockchain service for legally
signing any document, contract, or agreement.
blocksign.com
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Implement in less time than it takes to read our
competitors' contracts. Palo Alto, CA
blockscore.com

bitnation.co

Bitnation provides the same services traditional
governments provides, from dispute resolution and
insurance to security and much more – but in a
geographically unbound, decentralized, and
voluntary way.

Bitrated provides a platform for using multisignature transaction and a marketplace for Bitcoin
arbitration services.
bitrated.com

Users associate their online identities with Bitcoin
addresses to build a reputation score. Rochester,
NY.
bonafide.io

Connect your business with security researchers.
Bitcoin first. San Francisco, CA
crowdcurity.com

Factom is a system for securing millions of
realtime records in the blockchain with a single
hash.
factom.org
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Secure Mobile Payments & Authentication
hyprkey.com

IdentityMind™ is an on-demand platform providing
next generation risk management and anti-fraud
services for the e-commerce ecosystem. Palo Alto,
CA.
identitymind.com

The Reality Keys™ service provides automated and
human-verified data designed to enable a new
generation of automated, trust-free information
services. Tokyo, Japan.
realitykeys.com

Select a document and have it certified in the
Bitcoin blockchain.
proofofexistence.com

Rivetz runs local applets in the hardware of
Android phones and PC's that provide a collection
of services for securing an online relationship with
a user.
rivetz.com

Identity verification platform for Bitcoin.

verifybtc.com
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Wallets
Send and receive bitcoin
anywhere in the world via SMS.
No internet or smartphone required.
37coins.com

The first & only Bitcoin wallet that lets you jje
private keys on an external device using NFC &
Bluetooth, SECURELY.
aegiswallet.com

Armory is an open source wallet management
platform that protects and manages bitcoin
users.
Baltimore, MD.
bitcoinarmory.com

Digital Currency Management.

aurawallet.com

Bcoiner

An international digital wallet for Bitcoin. San
Francisco, CA.

bcoiner.com

Make cryptocurrency accessible and useful for
everyone. Hong Kong.

bifubao.com
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A Bitcoin Wallet As Easy As Your Name.

bitcoinwallet.com

Bitcoin Security-as-a-Service. San Francisco,
CA.

bitgo.com

Ultra Secure Bitcoin storage Easy-to-use,
desktop storage solution for Bitcoin.

bitstash.com

Digital Wallet Service. Toronto, Canada.

coincad.com

Bitcoin Wallet Protection Service.
Santa Clara, CA.

coinjail.com

Send and receive Bitcoins securely from your
browser. Portland, IN.
coinpunk.com
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A secured bitcoin for friends and companies.

copay.io

Engineered Cold Storage. Kennesaw, GA.

cryobit.co

We provide fraud detection and recoverability
services. Our industry-leading HDM technology
integrates with wallets and exchanges to reduce
the risk of theft. San Francisco, CA.
cryptocorp.co

Web Based Bitcoin Wallet - quick and easy way
to
get started with bitcoins.

easywallet.org

Electrum is an easy to use Bitcoin wallet.
electrum.org

The safer Bitcoin wallet that puts you in control.
Valletta, Malta.
greenaddress.it
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A human-friendly digital token wallet for multiple
platforms, now on iOS!

hivewallet.com

Offline storage for Online Assets Deep cold
storage for cryptocurrencies in Swiss vaults.
Switzerland.
icevault.ch

Bringing Bitcoin to United States and the world.
Chicago, IL.
kipochi.com

Maxxo Wallet enables users to buy, sell,
convert, send and accept bitcoins at anytime.
Cape Town, South Africa.
maxxo.com

multibit.org

MultiBit is a secure, lightweight, international
Bitcoin wallet for Windows, MacOS and Linux.
Baltimore, MD.

OpenSource Software for Digital Currencies.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
neuroware.io

Prepaid Bitcoin™ cards make it easy to get
bitcoin.
prepaidbitco.in
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Apply to Public Alpha
safeb.it

Your US Gateway to Ripple. Seattle, WA.

snapswap.us

Safe Bitcoin Storage. London, UK.

strongcoin.com

The Hardware Bitcoin Wallet.
New York, NY.
bitcointrezor.com

Bitcoin, in your hands. Your Verso card is your
new everyday wallet. Secure. Simple. Swiss
made.
versocards.com

Xapo combines the convenience of an everyday
bitcoin wallet with the security of a deep cold
storage vault. Palo Alto, CA.
xapo.com
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